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Feedback 



Is it worth it? Why 

bother? 

Do my comments 

actually help the 

students?  



Yes! 

“We know of NO OTHER WAY OF RAISING 

STANDARDS for which such a strong case 

can be made on the basis of evidence of 

such large learning gains” 

 

Black and William, 1998 





FEEDBACK:  
 

The QUALITY of the feedback 

rather than its existence or 

absence is what determines 

its power. 

 
--Bangert-Dewns, Kulik, Kulik, & Morgan, 1991;  

Sadler, 1989 



Checking  



WHAT?  

A strategy for recording 

verbal feedback taking 
place  

TACTIC?  

HOW?  Students recording 

teachers feedback next to the 
stamper... 

Verbal Feedback 

WHAT? Whole class 

misconceptions…prevents 

writing the same thing on 
every students work 



Verbal feedback given to students. Student then records it next to the verbal 

feedback stamper after the work has been checked by the teacher 



Write a letter next to the work. Students then record the 
target. 

A) I need to learn what new scientific keywords mean and 
use them in my answers to add more detail. 

B) I need to learn how to spell new key words and 
practice this. 

C) I need to manage my time better to complete all class 
work in good detail. 

 



WHAT? Planned 
opportunities for peer 
and self assessment 

TACTIC? 

Consistency 
green pen. 

HOW? Train pupils to accurately assess 

their work and work of others (KIND, 
SPECIFIC, HELPFUL) 

Quality student  feedback  

WHY? Encourages self reflection on the learning that 

has taken place. Develop INDEPENDENT 
LEARNERS 



Students could be ask to correct their work and add in annotations. 

NB: To help them 

do this put the 

answers up on 

the board. 



Students write their own star, star and wish or WWW EBI (What went 

well/ Even Better if) that should be linked to success criteria. NB: If they do 

it accurately, you don’t have to do it. It makes them independent, 

responsible and reflective learners. 





WHAT? Light touch/“tick and 

flick”/checking marking  
WHY? In order to support 

the giving of quality feedback 

at key points in the learning 

process,  

WHAT? May involve simple 

corrections or brief comments 

Acknowledgement marking 





WHAT? Targets to promote 
progress and next steps 

WHAT? 

Recognises and 

focuses on the 

positives 

WHAT? Build in time to 
respond to the wish 
(target) D.I.R.T 

Quality written feeback  

WHAT? Relates to the 

learning intension/success 
criteria 

TACTIC? . 

Informative Feedback 

“These are your goals, this is what you do well, and this 

is how to get better” 



Tracking Progress  





D.I.R.T (To help them grow) 

 

 

 

Dedicated 

Improvement &  

Reflection 

Time 
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Crack the Codes 
Look at your written work. 
Turn to page 107. Correct 

your literacy errors 

Mark Scheme 
Use the mark scheme to 

correct and improve your 
work. 

ABC 
Look at your work 

Add a point you’ve missed. 
Build on a sentence/idea so 

it is fully explained 
Correct work that needs 

changing 
 
 
 

Success criteria 
Use the success criteria. Can 
you move your work to the 

next level/grade? 
 

D.I.R.T 
Dedicated Improvement and Reflection Time 

Do you understand? 
Read your teacher’s target. Does it make 

sense? Ask them a  question if you are 
not sure what you need to do to improve 

 

Questions 
Look for questions your teacher has 

written.  Now have a go at answering 
them. 

 

In Your own Words 
Read your teachers comments.  
Can you explain your target in 
your own words.  How will you 

achieve it? 



Mark Means…. 

Sp + 
underline 

 Try this spelling again  

P  Punctuation error.  

G Grammatical error.  

C  Find the missing or misplaced 
capital letters 

//   New paragraph/Mark in where the 
paragraphs should be 

Exceptional point/use of language 

? Not clear. Rewrite this short section 
again to improve the expression.  

FS  Write in full sentences. 

Ex Develop your explanation further 
using key vocabulary. 

D You need to add more detail. Add in 
the point you forgot to include. 

WW Wrong word e.g. being/been. Try 
and find and correct it.  

Pupils write out a literacy target using their planner page or makes the corrections 

during D.I.R.T provided in the starter (Directed Improvement and Reflection Time).  
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Works to “Close the gap”. Responds to the wish.  Attempts to improve the one issue 

identified or answer the one question asked.  

DIRT: Dedicated Improvement and Reflection Time. Students are given time in the 

lesson to improve their work. 



@shaun_allison  



@AlinsonShaun 



(@BorrettShane) 





Create a dialogue with the student. Have they understood your feedback? 



@AlinsonShaun 





NB: Homework has now been removed 

from criteria 


